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Style “S” Electro-Pneumatic Train Stop 

Hitachi Rail STS USA’s Style “S” Electro-

Pneumatic (EP) Train Stop helps insure that a 

passing train does not continue moving (if a 

restrictive cab signal aspect is ignored) by 

tripping an air release valve on the train.  The 

EP stop is designed for pneumatically 

operated wayside installations. 

 

General Description 

This device employs a helical coil spring for 
forcing the tripper arm to the stop position.  The 
mechanism drives the tripper arm to the clear 
position with a minimum of 60 PSI applied air 
pressure.  An air pressure reduction to 
approximately 30 PSI is sufficient to raise the arm 
to the full stop position, which helps assure a safe 
margin for operation.  The unit’s outboard bearing 
is self-aligning to allow for mounting variations 
and to pre-vent binding.  A coupling in the drive 
shaft is available with spherical bearing surfaces 
for centering the drive shaft with the mechanism, 
and to compensate for any  misalignment. 

The circuit controller in the EP train stop is driven 
by a pair of rocker arms actuated by a cam on the 
drive shaft.  Independent contacts in the 
controller include 3-closed/5-open in the stop 
position and 5 closed/3 open in the clear position.  
Also, one independent normal and reverse 
contact is provided in each position (stop and 
clear). 

EP Train Stops are available for left-hand 
installation only (typical), and with a shaft that 
allows the tripper arm to be mounted on either 
side of the unit.  Both available models are 
equipped with a conduit port pipe plug.  The 
N329366-001 unit is equipped with a heater. 

 

 

Advantages 

 Provides reliable trip stop action 

 Light weight, durable unit 

 Left-hand or dual-side tripper arm options 
 

Specifications 

Layout: Left-hand 
Operating Air Pressure: 60 PSI (min.) 
Clear: 55 PSI or greater 
Stop: 30 PSI or less 
Tripper Arm Travel: 56° to 60° 
 

Ordering Information 

 Refer to ordering tabulation for Style “S” stop part nos. 

 Contact Hitachi Rail STS USA to order units N330549 
and N330549-0001 (NYCT-specific), or request SM-
5434A. 

 Models with chain and shaft cover allow tripper arm 
mounting on either side. 

 Request Service Manual SM-5434 for component parts. 
 

 

Style "S" EP Train Stops

Order No.                     Description

N329366 Left-hand train stop without heater.

N329366-001 Left-hand train stop with heater.  
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Style “S” Electro-Mechanical Train Stop 

Typical Track Layout with Long Shaft (request Service Manual SM-5434 for other layout options) 

 

 
 


